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 SU alumna in Oslo accepting The Nobel Peace Prize

Together with Satsuko Thurlow, a survivor of the Hiroshima atomic bombing,
Beatrice Fihn accepted the The Nobel Peace in Oslo at a ceremony on
10 December as Executive Director of The International Campaign to Abolish
Nuclear Weapons (ICAN).

Read more about Beatrice Fihn »

Watch the moment when Beatrice Fihn accepts the Nobel Prize »

Meet our alumni »
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 Time to apply to Stockholm

University!
Study in one of the best cities in the
world! Stockholm University offers
more than 75 master
programmes taught in English and
the deadline for applications is 15
January 2018. Find your study
programme at www.su.se/study »

 Orientation week 15-19 Jan
Next Orientation Week for
international students takes place on
Monday 15 January to Friday 19
January 2018. The programme also
aims to provide you with the
opportunity to meet new people and
settle into your life here. Read
more »
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 Generous people listen with their heart

Some people like to share with others. Are you one of them and why is this so?
New research shows that sometimes generosity goes hand in hand with
“listening to your heart.” Read more »

 

 
  

 
 Cat parasite exploits our

immune cells
Scientists have previously shown that
a parasite from cats can infect
people's brain and affect our
behaviour. Now, researchers at
Stockholm University have
discovered how the parasite takes
control of our cells. Read more »

 When men are having
children, money matters
"Among college graduates, men who
are the top earners are the least likely
to be childless, and men who earn
less are increasingly more likely to be
childless" says Margarita
Chudnovskaya, researcher in
Demography. Read more »
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 Award winner 2018: Herman Goldstein

The Stockholm Prize in Criminology is the world's most prestigious award in the
field of criminology. The prize has been awarded since 2006,
and recognizes outstanding achievements in criminological research or for the
application of research results by practitioners for the reduction of crime and the
advancement of human rights. The 2018 Stockholm Prize in Criminology
celebrates Professor Herman Goldstein’s global impact on the improvement of
policing. Read more »
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 Winter Wonderland at Stockholm University

What do you know about Advent and the Swedish way of celebrating the winter
holidays? Learn more about the Swedish traditions during winter time. Read
more »

 

  

 
 Why do we celebrate

Lucia in Sweden?
The Lucia tradition is an important
part of Swedish culture during
Christmas. Learn more about the
tradition and it's connection to
Sweden. Read more »

 Christmas market in
Stockholm's Old Town
In Sweden and Stockholm you can
find a variety of Christmas markets.
One the more traditional ones is the
Christmas market in the Old
Town. Read more »
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This newsletter is published five times a year by the External Relations and
Communications Office at Stockholm University. Editorial team: Nina
Wånggren, Helene Komlos Grill, Per Larsson.  

Photos: Jo Straube/ICAN, Fabian Irsara/Unsplash, Niklas Björling, Stuart
Miles/Mostphotos, Hans Söderström, Clément Morin, Ulf
Lundin/imagebank.sweden.se. Contact: newsletter@su.se

Stockholm University is one of Europe's leading universities in one of the
world's most dynamic capitals. Our education and research produce results. 
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